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ABSTRAK

KHAIＲINА FADΗLＬIΛAH/A320130174. DUAL PERSONALITY OF DR. JΕКYLL IN THE NOVEL DR. JЕКYLL AND MR. HYDE BY RΟБΕRT LOUIS STEVΕNΣΟΝ : AN INDΙVΙDUAL PSYCHΟLOGICAL APPROАCH.
SKРИPSΙ. ΦΑΚΥLTΑΣ ΚΕΓΥΡΥΑΝ ΝΑN IΛΜУ ΠΕΝДΙDIΚΑΝ, ΥΝΙVΕΡΣΙΤΩΣ ΜΗUΑΜΜΑDIYΗΑ ΣΥΡΑΚΑΤΑ. ΜΑΥ, 2017.


Kata kunci : Kepribadian Ganda, Element Structural Novel, Teori Psikologi
ABSTRACT


This study aims to describe the multiple personality of the character that occurs in the novel Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde by Robert Louis Stevenson by using the theory of an individual psychological approach. The novel Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde has been analyzed with reference to two points: the first is the analysis based on structural elements and the second is the analysis on dual personalities using the theory of psychology. This research uses descriptive qualitative approach. This study uses two data sources, namely, the first is the novel Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde by Robert Louis Stevenson as a primary source. The second source of data is the search of the book, a biography of the author, the journal, the source of which is directly related to the research. Two types of the data obtained through library are analyzed using descriptive analysis. Based on the research, the researchers conclude some conclusions. The first is the structural element novel which is obtained through the character and characterization, setting a place and time setting, plot, theme and point of view, arranged into one as the story of the novel. The second is based on the theory of psychology.

Kata kunci: Dual Personality, Structure Element Novel, Theory Psychology
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